EURECA-PRO
European University on Responsible Consumption and Production
9 partner universities from 8 countries from Austria, Germany, Belgium, France, Greece, Romania, Spain and Poland have joined forces to enable citizens, children, students, researchers to study, teach and research. Experts from different scientific disciplines as well as prospective students can enjoy borderless European exchange, meet people from different cultures, study and research in a unique way.
Partner Universities - You choose
EURECA-PRO 2.0 - Circular Ecological, Economic, Legal & Social Aspects
Novel, system and context-oriented, interdisciplinary approach

NEW JOINT PROGRAMMES
Responsible Consumption and Production BSc, MSc, PhD - MUL

ENERGY SYSTEMS & SUPPLY
Geoenergy Engineering (MUL)

CIRCULAR PRODUCTION INDUSTRY
EXPLORATION MINING PROCESSING RAW MATERIALS

RECYCLING
Recycling (MUL)
Energy & Resource management (TU BAF, SUT; HSMW)

Industrial Environment Engineering & Protection (UP, MUL)
Environmental Sciences & Engineering (ULE, TUC, TU BAF, SUT)
Geocology – Earth System Science (TU BAF)
Groundwater Management (TU BAF)
Environmental Process Engineering (TU BAF)
Sustainable and Innovative Natural Resource Management (TU BAF)

Raw Materials Engineering (MUL)
Biochemistry and Biotechnology (ULE, HSMW)

Materials Science (MUL, SUT)
Polymer Engineering & Science (MUL)
Sustainable Materials (MUL)
Additive Manufacturing (TU BAF)
Nanotechnology (TU BAF)

Mechanical Engineering (MUL, ULE, SUT, HSMW)
Safety Engineering in Industry (UP, SUT)
Industrial Process Engineering (MUL, UP, TU BAF, HSMW)

Industrial Logistics (MUL, SUT)
Automation & Information (UP, SUT, HSMW)
Industrial Energy Technology (MUL, ULE)
Electrical & Computer Engineering (TUC, SUT)
Production Engineering & Management (TUC, SUT)

END CONSUMPTION/ Private Consumer
Marketing and Market Research (ULE, SUT)
Social Education (ULE, HSMW)
Elementary and Early Childhood Education (ULE)
Industrial Culture

Sociology of Industrial Regions (SUT)
Sociology of Business and Media (SUT)
Sociology of Local Communities (SUT)
Social Communication and PR (SUT)

Media Management (HSMW)
Media and Television (HSMW)
Health management (HSMW)
Student Centred Approach
Study Programmes

Joint Degree Programmes
BSc, MSc

Doctoral School
DOCS

EURECA-PRO Life Long Learning Academy
ELLA

Teaching Training School
TETRA

Citizen Training School
CITRA
Events

• Summer Schools
• Conferences
• Review Weeks
• STEM Contest
• Science Slam
• PhD Journey
Follow us and stay in touch
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www.eurecapro.eu